**Sports**

BSC slips by Minutemen

THE Heights, January 27, 1978

By Ed Kellermann

Firing and settling in head on each other, as they continued to work together in the weeks of being in the Bobcats, they have never been better. Last Saturday night, the Bobcats defeated the Minutemen, 73-63, in a game that was not as close as the final score would suggest. The Bobcats' defense held the Minutemen to just 38% shooting from the field, while the Bobcats themselves shot a respectable 42%.

The Bobcats were led by senior forward John Smith, who scored 22 points and grabbed 11 rebounds. Freshman guard Mike Johnson also had a solid performance, scoring 15 points and dishing out 7 assists.

The victory moves the Bobcats up to 8-5 on the season and 3-1 in conference play. They will look to continue their winning ways when they face off against their next opponent on February 10th.
Letters to the Editor

"I should like to respond to the book review of "1980's: New Conservatism," in the April 12th issue of The Comment.

The review was a polemic, and I believe that it was disrespectful of the students who read it. The reviewer chose to attack the book instead of addressing the arguments presented in it. This is a disservice to the students of Bridgewater State College, who are the intended audience for this book.

I must also point out that the reviewer's personal views are not relevant to the discussion of the book. The book is a serious academic work, and it deserves to be read and evaluated on its own merits.

I believe that the reviewer should take more time to understand the book before writing a review. This would have resulted in a more objective and constructive review, which would have benefited both the students and the author of the book.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the review.

Sincerely,
[Signature]

1980's: New Conservatism
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Letters to the Editor

“I should like to chime in with...”

The editor is the publisher of the newspaper. The opinions expressed in the letters to the editor are those of the writers and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors or the newspaper. The letters to the editor are published as a forum for the exchange of ideas and should be respectful and文明.

1980’s: New Conservatism

To be or to not be...”

This pattern is repeated today, but differently. However, democracy requires a balanced, fair, and equal participation of all voices. The letters to the editor are a platform for the readers to express their opinions and contribute to the public discourse. The editor encourages respectful and文明 discussions on all topics.

ascension Thursday

masses at the catholic center

The Masses at the Catholic Center is a weekly event where students can attend religious services and engage in community activities. The Catholic Center is a central gathering place for students of all faiths and backgrounds to come together and celebrate their shared values.

library vandalism increases

The increase in library vandalism is a serious concern for the administration and faculty. Libraries are essential institutions for learning and research, and their vandalism can hinder the progress of students and researchers. The editors encourage the community to report any incidents of vandalism and work together to maintain a safe and respectful environment.

students give testimony at fire truck hearing

The testimony given by the students at the fire truck hearing is a positive step towards addressing the safety concerns of the community. The students are proactive and committed to ensuring the safety of others.

clothing needed please give!

The call for clothing donations is a community effort to support those in need. The donation of clothing can help those who are struggling to provide for themselves and their families. The editors encourage the community to donate what they can to support those in need.

25 DAY COUNTDOWN

PARTY

The countdown party is a fun event for students to celebrate the end of the academic year. The editors encourage students to attend and have a good time.
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The need for clothing donations is a community effort to support those in need. The donation of clothing can help those who are struggling to provide for themselves and their families. The editors encourage the community to donate what they can to support those in need.
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Try a new living experience!
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Try a new living experience!

Friday, April 30, 1978

Our last week of regular room assignments on campus. Roommates had signed up one person to two different classes, so it was confusing to people who had intentions of being with us but wanted to help us out. Well, needless to say, we went to the wrong classes, so the time frame for roommates changed.

As for room assignments, the new apartments will be new and clean. Apartment-Dorm officers will be elected right away and although the new building has no pedestrian has been designated yet, there will be a Resident Assistant! A. A. is a person who will be responsible for the cleanliness of the dormitory. He/she will be expected to clean their own rooms, while the A. A. will be responsible for the lounge area.

There will be a lounge facility for the students and a nearby area with a recreation area. There will be no lounge area.

The apartments have a single bedroom, a private bathroom, a kitchen area, and a living room area. The kitchen area will be placed in every bedroom as well as the living room. So that the students have their own desks, they will set up their own personal desks, but there will not be any personal desks in the room.

Also, the students will meet outside the apartments, and the president of the Student Government Association will make sure the students have the freedom of whatever they want to do with their personal desks or any other furniture.

I think the students will meet my expectations, while I will be responsible for cleaning up the house and arranging for them to be installed.

Landscaping will also be done around the apartments, and the president and others will be placed outside duties for the students.

Now, the cost of the rooms will be $100.00 per month for two people. The cost for rooms will be $100.00 per month.

For more information, you can contact Mr. Brown of Student Affairs. He will be able to arrange for you to meet with the president and another student who will be able to arrange for you to meet with the president.

This picture is an aerial view of the new apartments during the building process. There will be 10 apartments for guys and 25 for girls.
The Clinic...

Where Everyone Benefits

Applications are now available for positions as clinicians and assistant clinicians for the 1978 fall session of the Children's Physical Development Clinic.

Positions are open for current Freshmen, Sophomores, and Junior students in:
- Health and Physical Education
- Special Education
- Early Childhood Education
- Psychology
- Elementary Education

Applications can be obtained from Dr. Huber in Room 103 or in the main office of the Health and Physical Education Department in Kelly Gymnasium.

The Clinic program, in operation since 1974, is devoted to the psycho-motor improvement of special needs children ranging in age from 18 months through 20 years. A child's program may consist of the following areas:
- Early Intervention
- Physical Fitness
- Perceptual-motor Development
- Fundamental Motor Skills and Patterns
- Skills in Aquatics, Dance, Individual and Group Games and Sports

Clinicians work on a one-to-one basis with a special needs child for nine Saturday mornings in carefully planned activities in both gym and pool. The experience is beneficial not only to the child, but also provides unlimited satisfaction for the clinician. In addition to this gratifying feeling, the clinician receives valuable training which aids in the development of professional skills and knowledge that will assist individuals in acquiring jobs in their related fields.

The deadline for application is May 12th.

Don't pass up this opportunity to help yourself while helping others!!
The Clinic...

Where Everyone Benefits

Applications are now available for positions as clinicians and assistant clinicians for the 1978 fall session of the Children's Physical Development Clinic. Positions are open for current Freshmen, Sophomores, and Junior students in:
- Health and Physical Education
- Special Education
- Early Childhood Education
- Psychology
- Elementary Education

Applications can be obtained from Dr. Huber in Room 101 or in the main office of the Health and Physical Education Department in Kelly Gymnasium.

The Clinic program, in operation since 1974, is devoted to the psycho-motor improvement of special needs children ranging in age from 18 months through 30 years. A child's program may consist of the following areas:
- Early Intervention
- Physical Fitness
- Perceptual-motor Development
- Fundamental Motor Skills and Patterns
- Skills in Aquatics, Dance, Individual and Group Games and Sports

Clinicians work on a one-to-one basis with a special needs child for nine Saturday mornings in carefully planned activities in both gym and pool. The experience is beneficial not only to the child, but also provides unlimited satisfaction for the clinician. In addition to this gratifying feeling, the clinician receives valuable training which aids in the development of professional skills and knowledge that will assist individuals in acquiring jobs in their related fields.

The deadline for application is May 12th. Don't miss this opportunity to help yourself while helping others!!

Thinking Ahead?
Fall Semester 1978
Children's Physical Development Clinic

Some children need developmental experiences with play equipment found in the home environment.

A perfect picture of concentration on the part of the clinician and relaxation as the part of the student.

Fun all-day types of games are often observed in the early intervention program.

The use of a medicine ball to develop eye-foot coordination.

Development of upper body muscular strength and coordination through the use of the horizontal ladder.
**THE ARTS**

**Program Committee**

**The Sixties Revisited**

by Gil Benson

Political activist Amy Rubin appeared on campus last week, drawing 250 listeners. It was a far cry from the college crowds he drew during his ten years of activism, but Rubin offered three reasons for a change in American society. He feels that the political activism of the Sixties infiltrated every college organization and proceeded to wreak havoc on the campuses. He states that in dealing overtly as well as subtly, by the "awakening of Americans". He feels that the result of this awareness has been a decline in activism.

"Women have opened up and the beautiful movement going on now" is Rubin's first contention. He feels that this causes over-reaction. "Men have a need to be superior in every way. His view is that the sexual anxiety of 60'5 activism to 70's apathy is the result of people looking at the problems of society and realizing that they can change them. When you turn away frustrated the last time you argued with your bank, feel when your bank installs a mechanical replacement. Automated bank tellers may be more convenient, but with them people feel that they have lost the right to argue with their bank. Rubin feels that this gives the bank the upper hand and that people are losing control over their own lives.

"I's" Prepares Final Issue

The copy deadline for the next issue of "I's" has been extended to Tuesday May 2, in order to allow more time for the issue of our next meeting, during which we will present ideas for future issues. We will be happy to receive any new ideas you may have, and the meeting will be held in 315 LM on Tuesday May 2 at 8:30 pm. The meeting will also be at the Chameleon Coffeehouse, 8:30 pm.

**Ensemble Theatre**

**We've Got Rythym**

Do you have rythym? Do you ask for more music? Then the answer is yes! Ensemble Theatre is running into an unexpected problem: Soviet audiences are booing the "Corny" Goldeski and the "Corny" Sherlock in Arizona sporting big red star for a badge smugglers valiantly to keep capitalism at bay. A "Corny" Shirley is being drawn to keep Bright's attention off the audience from Seattle audiences. "I have rid the world of capitalism, and I am in the forefront of the fight. I have a beard, and I am in the forefront of the fight. I have a beard, and I am in the forefront of the fight." The movie may be adapted into a stage play, directed by Dr. Stephen Lev. The show contains no sex, sex, sex, dancing, or nudity in a world of gloom and foreboding. Special secret police agents and informants are on the hunt for any evidence of the right wing. "Our police have never been stronger," is the saying. There are ten square tables in the world, but these ten tables have only been used in the background. Tickets are on sale now at the box office. For more information, call 485-2852 extension 253 or 257 BSYH."

**Bridgewater Magazien**

**Annual Exhibition**

On view in the Arts Magazine is the B.S.C. Union Formal Dining Room at 8 pm. Refreshments will be provided.

**FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL LEGAL ADVICE**

**EVEN TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY FROM 10-3**

third floor SGA Office- Student Government LAWYERS
The Sixties Revisited

By Elise Gilbert

The Sixties, a decade of social change and cultural revolution, have left a lasting impact on American society. This program committee is exploring the influence of the Sixties on contemporary culture and politics. Join us as we delve into the themes of peace, freedom, and the counterculture movements of the era.

**The Satirist**

By Jane Smith

The Satirist is a satirical magazine that emerged in the late Sixties. The magazine was known for its controversial and often offensive content, which challenged the norms of society. Join us as we discuss the impact of The Satirist on American culture.

**No Exit**

By Richard Neuman

No Exit is a play by Jean-Paul Sartre that explores themes of existentialism and freedom. The play was one of the many theatrical productions that emerged during the Sixties. Join us as we discuss the significance of No Exit in the context of the era.

**RHYTHMS**

Ensemble Theatre Production

RHYTHMS is a musical production that emerged in the Sixties. The production featured a diverse cast and was directed by Dr. Stephen Levine. Join us as we explore the legacy of RHYTHMS and its impact on American theatre.

**FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL LEGAL ADVICE EVERY TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY FROM 10-3**

Third floor SGA Offices - Student Government Lawyers
**FOOTBALL POSITIONS AVAILABLE**


**SENIOR COUNTDOWN PARTY!!!**

A 25 Day Senior Countdown Party will be held on Monday May 1, 1978 at Square Acres in East Bridgewater and will feature D.J. Sullivan. Tickets are available on April 27 & 28 for seniors and May 1 for underclassmen across from the bookstore. The cost is $2.25.

**DANCE MARATHON**

On Friday April 28th, the Council for Exceptional Children is sponsoring a dance marathon for Cerebral Palsy. The marathon will be held in the Student Union Ballroom from noon to midnight. Sponsor sheets are available in the Student Union Info Booth, the library, Tilly and Boyden Hall. Come and dance for this good cause. Please note change in date from April 21st to April 28th.

**METHODOLOGY**

Mountaineering, as all the chronically manifested know, is the skill of climbing and the art of climbing Beech Mountain. It begins by heading for the Mountain (i.e., a quick haunt to your favorite prehistoric emporium). You then select a route, and it is then that your first blunder begins. You must not choose the easy way. The path is long and winding, and it will lead you to the summit, but only after you have overcome many obstacles. There is no shortcut. You must be prepared to face the elements, to climb over rocks, and to descend into the unknown. But if you are determined, if you have the strength and perseverance, you will reach the top. And when you do, the view will be worth the effort. You will see the world from a new perspective, you will have achieved something great. You will have climbed Beech Mountain.

**WHALE WATCH TRIPS**

Would any Whale Watch participant who is driving to Provincetown and who has room for riders, please send a 4 x 5 card with your name, phone number and number of riders you could take to me in care of the Biology Department. I will post these cards outside room 114 of the Conant Science Building. If you need a ride, would you please check this bulletin board so that we can form as many car pools as possible. Riders should make their own arrangements with drivers for costsharing. Thank you.

**OASIS**

Above Average Age Students. Our club "Oasis" (Older Than Average Students Improving Selves) will be meeting every Tuesday in SU 1 between 11 and 12 noon. Everyone is welcome. Bring your coffee and join us.

**BSC Women's Track Classic**

The BSC women's track team will be hosting their second annual track meet on Saturday, April 21st. The meet will be held in the Student Union Field House. The meet will feature some of the top track teams in the country. The meet is open to all students and will include races such as the 100, 200, 400, 800, and 1500 meters. The meet will also feature relay races and field events such as the long jump, high jump, and javelin.

**LAWYERS**

Lawyers are available for confidential legal advice to students for no charge. They are available every Wednesday from 10-3. This legal service is sponsored by the Student Government Association.

**NEWSPAPERS**

Applicants for the new student newspaper, "The Observer," are needed. The newspaper will be the voice of the student body and will cover local and national events. If you are interested in writing or editing, please contact the editor, John Smith, at 555-1212.
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BSC slips by Minutemen

Sporting a 9-7 lead in the sixth inning, the Bears had to hold on against a valiant Nichols rally in the top of the seventh to preserve their 1-0 win, 9-8.

BSC catcher-Dannah Ammel

BSC slips by Minutemen

In Memoriam

Town Socks Firetruck

Hopes high

Library Vandalism Increases

Censorship takes many forms